
NiTech Brings You into the New Normal
The world of manufacturing is changing.  To succeed, more has to be done for less.  

Production has to become more efficient with less maintenance and less downtime.  Costs must be lowered, 
and product quality increased. Production units have to be smaller with lower carbon footprints. Waste has to 
be kept to a minimum.  Laboratory work needs to be brought closer to full-scale manufacturing, so that new 
products can reach the market more quickly.

The NiTech Reactor® and the NiTech Crystallizer® enable companies to meet the challenges of this new 
world. This technology, developed by NiTech® Solutions, is already the inspiration for the new global centre of 
excellence in Continuous Manufacturing And Crystallisation (CMAC) at Strathclyde University in Scotland.  

These are the pathways to the future which NiTech has to offer—

1. CONTINUOUS MANUFACTURING WITH PROCESS INTENSIFICATION

The NiTech Reactor and NiTech Crystallizer intensify processes by replacing Stirred Tank Reactors (STRs) 
with continuous production, using a much smaller reactor volume to enhance throughput performance. 
For example, Genzyme, the biotech company, successfully installed a 1m  NiTech Reactor to replace two 
150m  STRs for the production of several hundred tonnes a year of active pharmaceutical ingredients.  

2. MORE OUTPUT AT LOWER CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS

NiTech Reactors and Crystallizers are cheaper. The capital cost is significantly less than for STRs as the 
reactor volume is usually 90% smaller.  This also means plant layouts and storage facilities can be optimized – 
further reducing costs.  NiTech Crystallizers produce consistent crystal sizes and hence can remove the need 
for milling at the end of the process. 
NiTech’s techology also provides substantial savings in operating costs, as processing times are considerably 
faster. Crystallization times for bulk chemicals can be reduced from 14 hours to 1 hour, while those for edible 
oils have been cut from 60 hours to 3 hours.  

3. HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY WITH FEWER RESOURCES 
 
Yields are higher with NiTech Reactors and Crystallizers, and product quality improved. More is produced per 
unit of raw material, labour, time and energy.  Heat transfer efficiency, for example, is raised by as much as 90% 
because of the improved surface area per unit volume in the mixing process.  Plant uptime is increased as the 
time required to clean equipment during job changeovers is reduced. NiTech’s ability to provide improved 
control of reactions means wastage is reduced, with less unwanted by-products and off-spec output.
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4. OPERATING EFFICIENCIES WITH HIGH PRODUCT CONSISTENCY

Plug flow systems are a key feature of NiTech Reactors and Crystallizers.  In batch processing, these depend 
on the use of expensive cascade STRs.  NiTech’s technology instead provides complete mixing across the tube. 
NiTech Reactors and Crystallizers work well with solids, and have an unique capability for producing solids of 
uniform size and distribution.  Their highly effective mixing also means gas-liquid mass transfer co-efficients can 
be enhanced by up to six times, as well as allowing substantial improvements with liquid-liquid reactions and 
with solids. 

5. EASY SCALE-UP TO FULL-SCALE MANUFACTURING 

NiTech Reactors and Crystallizers do not suffer the scale-up difficulties that occur with batch processing.  
They allow mixing to be scaled linearly, unlike STRs.  Ratios of heat transfer by area and volume also remain 
consistent, instead of decreasing with scale.  As a result, benefits established in the laboratory can be smoothly 
transferred into the full-scale manufacturing process. 

6.  FLEXIBILITY IN USE 
 
NiTech’s technology is extremely versatile and can be applied across a wide range of sectors.  NiTech Reactors 
and Crystallizers can be used in the manufacture of chemicals, in pharmaceuticals, in fine and specialty 
chemicals, in food and drink, in paint and in consumer product manufacture.  They are also ideal for applications 
such as organic chemistry, polymerisation, dye and pigment chemistry, emulsions and dispersions.  In addition, 
their shorter throughput time enables smaller quantities of products to be made cost-effectively, whilst still 
allowing high degrees of customisation. Reducing reaction times also helps to free up equipment for 
development work and manufacturing trials.

7. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION WITH GREATER SAFETY

NiTech’s technology has a lower carbon footprint than STRs due to its lower energy consumption.  Emissions of 
nitrogen oxides can be 100 times lower.  Processing is inherently safer due to the smaller volumes and closer 
control over reaction temperatures.


